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Abstract— The IEEE 802.11ad task group has published its first
draft to cope with the characteristics in 60 GHz millimeter-wave
(mmWave) wireless communications. In this paper, three
different 2×2 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques
are considered to enhance the performance of 60 GHz wireless
personal networks (WPANs). Packet Error Rate (PER) and link
throughput performance are simulated under different channel
conditions. In addition, the system throughput over operation
range is presented in the paper. Results show that significant
enhancements in both coverage and capacity can be achieved by
employing space-time block codes (STBC), spatial multiplexing
(SM) and three different configurations of beamforming.
Keywords- WPAN; 60 GHz; IEEE 802.11ad; OFDM; MIMO

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wireless local and personal communications have been
experienced increasing interest with the tremendous growth in
multimedia applications in recent years. The successful 2.4/5
GHz wireless systems have already increased the data rate to
600 Mbps with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques. However, with the development of CMOS design
and the availability of the 60 GHz unlicensed millimeter-wave
(mmWave) band, it is possible to deliver even higher quality
multimedia and data services. To accommodate the
characteristics of the mmWave, the IEEE 802.11ad task group
was formed to amend the existing standard on both physical
(PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers within the 5766 GHz band [1]. The orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) and single carrier (SC) transmission are
specified in the standard. The SC mode is used for control
information and low complexity transceivers, while the OFDM
mode is designed for delivering high performance applications.
MIMO techniques have been studied extensively in the last
decade, and in general, they can be classified into three types.
One of the techniques is space-time block coding (STBC),
which aims to improve the power efficiency by maximizing
spatial diversity. The advantage of STBC is it enables the use
of linear decoding at the receiver, and with OFDM, it can be
easily implemented. Another technique is spatial multiplexing
(SM), which increases the spectral efficiency by transmitting
parallel data streams without the need of extra bandwidth. A
higher throughput can be achieved by SM and the process does
not introduce any coding redundancy. Beamforming is the third
type of multiple antenna technique, and the objective is to
utilize the directivity of the signal transmission and reception.
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Compared to STBC and SM, beamforming only needs to
utilize one spatial channel among a multiple of parallel
channels. In OFDM system, beamforming can be carried out
by three generic types, namely, subcarrier-wise beamforming,
symbol-wise beamforming, and hybrid beamforming [2]. The
first type performs beamforming in the frequency domain and
the second type carries out in the time domain. The hybrid
beamforming, which employs symbol-wise beamforming at the
transmitter and subcarrier-wise beamforming at the receiver,
compromises the complexity and performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The PHY and
channel models of IEEE 802.11ad WPANs are presented in
Section II. The OFDM based MIMO models are described in
Section III. In Section IV, the packet error rate (PER)
performance of STBC, SM and three different beamforming
schemes are simulated using our IEEE 802.11ad PHY
simulator. The link throughput and operation range results are
also investigated. Section V concludes the paper.
II.

WPANS PHY AND CHANNEL MODELS

In IEEE 802.11ad, the large spectrum around 60 GHz is
equally divided into four channels. In this study, an OFDM
system with 2.16 GHz bandwidth is considered to combat
frequency selective fading. The OFDM is implemented by
means of an inverse FFT, and a total number of 512 subcarriers
are transmitted in parallel in the form of one OFDM symbol. In
order to eliminate inter symbol interference (ISI), a length of
128 cyclic prefix is added to each symbol. The key parameters
used for the simulation of the MIMO-OFDM PHY in this paper
are shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS FOR OFDM SYSTEMS IN IEEE 802.11AD
Parameter

Value

Sampling frequency (MHz)

2640

Number of subcarriers

512

Number of data subcarriers

336

Number of pilot subcarriers

16

Subcarrier frequency spacing (MHz)

5.156

Sample duration (ns)

0.38

IFFT and FFT period (ns)

194

OFDM symbol duration (ns)

242

Let
be the received decision baseband signal for the mth
subcarrier, which can be expressed as
,

1, …

(1)

is the transmitted data symbol,
is the Gaussian
where
noise vector with zero mean and variance σ2, N is number of
represents the frequency response of the
subcarriers, and
equivalent channel matrix for the mth subcarrier.
Based on the clustering phenomenon in both the temporal
and spatial domains, a statistic channel model from a
combination of measurements and ray-tracing was proposed
for the 60 GHz WPANs [3]. We consider a 1-D uniform linear
array consisting of Mt and Mr antenna elements at the
transmitter and the receiver respectively. The antenna element
spacing is half wavelength λ. The channels are generated with
isotropic radiators in both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of
sight (NLOS) cases. To evaluate the performance of STBC
and SM in IEEE 802.11ad, different degrees of channel
correlation are considered. We assume the average channel
matrix value across all channel realizations are 0.1 (low), 0.5
(medium) and 0.9 (high) respectively. It is assumed that the
communication channel remains constant during an OFDM
data packet transmission. The 60 GHz average path loss (PL)
model considering shadow fading can be modeled as [3]:
10 log
dB
20 log
(2)
where for LOS scenario A = 32.5 dB, n = 2.0, and for NLOS
scenario A = 51.5 dB, n = 0.6, f is the carrier frequency in GHz,
and D is the distance between the transceivers in meter.
III.

OFDM BASED MIMO MODEL

Fig. 1 describes a generic MIMO-OFDM block diagram of
the transmitter for IEEE 802.11ad WPANs. It consists of Mt
IFFT blocks before which the incoming bits are scrambled,
encoded with LDPC, interleaved, constellation mapped, and
MIMO processed. In this paper, MIMO systems with two
transmit and two receive antennas (Mt = Mr = 2) are considered
as a means of enhancing the performance and throughput of
WPANs. The modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) we
considered in this paper are listed in Table II.

TABLE II.

MODULATION AND CODING SCHEMES CONSIDERED

Modulation &
Coding Rate

Coded
Bits/Symbol

Data
Bits/Symbol

Data Rate
(Mbps)

SM
Data Rate
(Mbps)

QPSK 1/2

672

336

1386.00

2772.00

QPSK 5/8

672

420

1732.50

3465.00

QPSK 3/4

672

504

2079.00

4158.00

16-QAM 1/2

1344

672

2772.00

5544.00

16-QAM 5/8

1344

840

3465.00

6930.00

16-QAM 3/4

1344

1008

4158.00

8316.00

16-QAM 13/16

1344

1092

4504.50

9009.00

64-QAM 5/8

2016

1260

5197.50

10395.00

64-QAM 3/4

2016

1512

6237.00

12474.00

64-QAM 13/16

2016

1638

6756.75

13513.50

B. Spatial Multiplexing (SM)
Typically, SM scheme is used for increasing the peak data
rate by transmitting separate data streams from each antenna. A
2×2 SM system can double the peak data rate. In 60 GHz
WPANs, since the highest MCS mode has already reached to
6.7 Gbps, the data rate is no longer the major concern
compared to other wireless systems operating at lower
frequencies. We employ this scheme in order to increase the
reliability and throughput of lower MCS modes. This comes at
the expense of sacrificing diversity gain, and hence a higher
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is required. In MIMO detection, in
order to obtain a good performance with reasonable
complexity, a linear Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE)
receiver is adopted. For both STBC and SM, an FFT/IFFT
processor is required for each antenna element.
C. Beamforming
Beamforming uses knowledge of the channel state
information (CSI) to create a set of weight vectors. The vectors
are used on the data before transmitting to the channel, so that
they can be extracted without interference at the receiver.
Recall equation (1), we have
,

A. Space-Time Block Coding (STBC)
In [4] Alamouti proposed a simple transmit diversity
scheme to form STBC. These codes achieve the same diversity
advantage as maximal ratio receiver combining. The transmit
diversity can be easily applied to OFDM in order to achieve a
diversity gain over frequency selective fading channels. For a
2×2 STBC architecture, the scheme uses a transmission matrix
∗
,
; , ∗ , where and are two consecutive OFDM
symbols.

(3)

represents the response of the MIMO channel for
where
the mth subcarrier, and w and c are the transmitter and the
receiver beam steering vector respectively. In this work, we use
the effective SNR as the criterion to choose the optimal w and
c. The effective SNR defined as the average SNR across all
subcarriers can be computed as [5]
∑

ln

Figure 1: Block diagram of MIMO-OFDM transmitter

1, …

exp

/

(4)

where γm is the symbol SNR experienced on the mth subcarrier,
β is a parameter dependent on the coding rate, the modulation
and the information block size. The SNR of the mth subcarrier
after normalization can be calculated as follows [2]
|

|
|

|

|

|

(5)

When implementing the beamforming technique to an
OFDM system, three different configurations are considered in
this work. Subcarrier-beamforming is the optimal solution [6],
which maximizes the average received SNR on each
subcarrier: ,
∈ max ,
. This maximization can be
achieved by finding the first entry of singular value

deco
omposition (SV
VD) of the chhannel matrix.. As shown inn Fig.
2, subcarrier-wis
s
se beamform
ming requiress one FFT/IIFFT
proccessor per anttenna. In addiition, estimateed channel m
matrix
mustt be sent bback to the transmitter, and the w
weight
comp
putation need a SVD processsor per subcaarrier.

Figure 3:
3 Block diagram
m of symbol-wise beamforming

Figure 2: Bllock diagram of subcarrier-wise
s
beamforming

Despite
D
the suuperior perform
mance, in praactice, this typpe of
beam
mforming is nnot employed because
b
of thee high compleexity.
The complexity caan be reducedd by performin
ng beamforminng in
the time
t
domain aas shown in Figg. 3. Symbol-w
wise beamform
ming
[6] requires
r
only oone FFT processor at each terminal, and each
subccarrier applies the same weight vector. Compareed to
subccarrier-wise beeamforming, symbol-wise beamformingg will
intro
oduce a perfo
formance losss because on
nly the maxim
mum
effecctive SNR foor overall subbcarriers can be satisfiedd. [2]
prop
posed a hybrrid beamform
ming techniqu
ue, in whichh the
symb
bol-wise beam
mforming is employed at the transmitte
ter to
miniimize the com
mplexity, and the receiver is
i configured with
subccarrier-wise beeamforming too optimize thee performance.. The
struccture is shownn in Fig. 4.
However,
H
in practice, obtaaining CSI is computation
onally
inten
nsive, and in oorder to avoidd these calculaations, a set off predefin
ned beam coddebook is usedd for rapid processing in 60 GHz
systeems [7]. As ddefined in [8],, the beam co
odebook is creeated
with
h four orthoggonal shifts per antenna element witthout
amplitude adjustm
ment. It is deteermined by both the numbber of
anten
nna elements,, and the desirred number off beams. Thenn, the
prob
blem for symbbol-wise beam
mforming beccomes to findd the
best pair of codeebook (CB): ,
∈ max , ∈
. W
While
for hybrid
h
beamfoorming, we only need to choose
c
the opttimal
∈
transsmitter vecttor w from
m the cod
debook:
,
maxx ∈
, annd the optimaal receiver beaam steering vvector
can be obtaained from w by
b using Schw
wartz’s inequallity.
,
IV.

Figu
ure 4: Block diagrram of hybrid beaamforming

MCS at approxim
mately 22 dB. FFor the NLOS
S scenario, thee PER
show
ws similar trends, but in orrder to maintaain the same PER,
the system
s
needs 4-5 dB higherr SNR. In add
dition, larger packet
p
size results in a hiigher SNR to m
maintain PER
R performance.
Fig.
F 6 comparres the MCS Q
QPSK 1/2 PE
ER performancce for
the SISO and diffferent MIMO 2×2 schemess in LOS. Forr both
STB
BC and SM systems,
s
we aassume the ch
hannels are highly
h
corrrelated. Three different beaamforming teechniques aree also
conssidered. It is shown that too achieve a PER
P
at 1%, STBC
S
givees around 7 dB
B gain over thhe SISO systeem, while the three
beam
mforming sch
hemes offer aabout 5 dB gain.
g
Althoughh the
PER
R performancee difference iss not distinct in
i LOS, it stilll can
be seen
s
that the subcarrier-wisse beamformiing is shown to be
the best, the hybrrid beamformi
ming is the nex
xt and the sym
mbolwisee beamforming is the worstt. However, when
w
the correllation
of the
t
channel is
i very high,, e.g. 0.9, 2×2 SM is allmost
unussable, even at low MCS.

NUMER
RICAL RESULT
TS

A. Link
L Level Sim
mulation Resullts
In
I this section, we use our IEEE
I
802.11aad PHY MAT
TLAB
simu
ulator to preseent the PER performance of single anttenna
systeem (SISO) aand MIMO schemes
s
we described inn the
prev
vious section. T
The packet sizze is 1 KB in all
a scenarios.
Fig.
F 5 presentss the SISO PE
ER performancce of all the m
modes
versu
us the averagge SNR for thhe LOS chann
nel. It can be seen
that in general higgher data rate requires
r
higheer SNR to main
intain
a cerrtain PER. Thee system cannnot provide any
y service wheen the
SNR
R is below 1 dB in suchh a scenario.. Given the PER
transsmission targeet of 1%, thee system will be at the higghest

Figure 5: PE
ER performance oof the SISO systeem with LOS

T achievablee link
are selected by a link adaptatioon scheme. The
PER), where R and
throughput is giveen by: Througghput = R (1-P
PER
R are the peak
k data rate andd packet errorr rate for a speecific
mod
de respectivelly. As show
wn in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the
throughput envelop is the ideeal adaptive MCS
M
based onn the
optim
mum MCS sw
witching poinnt. It can be seen
s
in Fig. 8 that
STB
BC and the thrree beamform
ming schemes do
d not improvve the
peak
k error-free throughput,
t
bbut at a certtain SNR, MIMO
M
systems outperfo
orm the SISSO system. The
T
beamforrming
scheemes achieve about 5-6 dB gain in comp
parison to the SISO
system. In additio
on, STBC couuld give extraa 2 dB SNR gain.
How
wever, STBC requires
r
one FFFT/IFFT proccessor per anttenna,
whicch is not the case for symbool-wise beamfo
forming.

Figure
F
6: PER perrformance compaarison of MIMO schemes
s
with LO
OS

In
I the NLOS scenario, forr the followin
ng reasons: (11) the
throughput of STB
BC with diffeerent levels off correlation iss very
simiilar; (2) the peerformance off subcarrier-wiise beamformiing is
very
y close to STBC, we onlyy plot medium
m correlated STBC
S
and SM, as well as symbol--wise beamfo
orming and hybrid
h
beam
mforming, to compare the tthroughput. As
A shown in Fig.
F 9,
to maintain thee same thrroughput, ST
TBC and hybrid
h
beam
mforming provide approxim
mately 2-6 dB
B gain comparred to
SISO
O. Even mo
ore gain cann be achieveed for very high
throughput (>3500 Mbps). Thee symbol-wisee beamforminng has
betteer performancce beyond 166 dB, so high MCS modess will

Fiigure 7: PER perfformance comparrison of MIMO scchemes with NLO
OS

In
n Fig. 7, the MCS QPSK
K 1/2 PER performance forr the
SISO
O and all MIM
MO 2×2 schem
mes are presen
nted for the N
NLOS
case. For STBC annd SM, different levels of channel
c
correllation
are considered.
c
Itt can be seen that the perfo
ormance of S
STBC
and SM varies deppending on thhe correlation factors. Generrally,
a low
wer correlationn provides a better
b
PER perrformance. Wee can
obseerve that STBC
C offers a signnificant PER gain
g of about 77-8.5
dB compared
c
to S
SISO. Howevver, to achieve a PER targget of
1%, the SM requiires higher SN
NR than SISO
O. Neverthelesss, in
the case
c
of 2×2 SM
M, data rate can be almost doubled
d
due tto the
simu
ultaneous trannsmission of tw
wo parallel data streams. S
Since
the MIMO
M
2×2 SM
M with high correlation
c
coeefficient introdduces
too much PER, we will nott consider thiis scheme inn the
follo
owing analysiis. In additioon, it is also
o shown thatt the
subccarrier-wise beeamforming gives
g
about 7 dB gain oveer the
SISO
O system, which is almost equivalent to STBC. How
wever,
the symbol-wise
s
bbeamforming could providee very little gaain in
NLO
OS. It is wortth mentioningg that about 4 dB gain caan be
achieeved by hybrrid beamform
ming, which distinctly
d
imprroves
the performance
p
oover symbol-w
wise beamform
ming.
B. Throughput
T
Peerformance Analysis
In
I order to ennable the sysstem to adaptt the transmisssion
mod
de to the link qquality, the PH
HY modes wiith different M
MCSs

Figure
F
8: Link thrroughput with LO
OS

Figure 9: Link throoughput with NLOS

t
appplications (>
>3000 Mbps)), the
guarrantee high throughput
transceivers distance should bee within 4m. The beamforrming
scheemes extend the operation rrange to abou
ut 18m, and allmost
increase 50% thee tolerant distaance to guaraantee the highh data
rate.. STBC extend
ds the effectivve transmission range up to 25m.
In the
t case of NLOS,
N
the SIISO system could not proovide
serv
vice beyond 1m, but the hy
hybrid beamfo
orming extendds the
achiievable operating range to aabout 3.5m. ST
TBC and SM could
c
prov
vide very high
h data rate abbove 2000 Mb
bps within 2m
m and
1m respectively. The throughpput of SM qu
uickly drops within
w
2m range; howev
ver, STBC is still possible to provide seervice
up to
o 10m.
V.

Fiigure 10: Operatiion range with LO
OS

ONCLUSIONS
CO

This
T paper has presented a performance evaluation of three
typees of popular MIMO techniiques over thee OFDM baseed 60
GHzz millimeter-w
wave WPAN
N. PER perforrmance resultts for
SISO
O and 2×2 MIIMO were preesented under the typical channel
mod
dels developeed by IEEE 802.11ad. The
T
adaptive link
throughput are prresented basedd on the simu
ulated PER reesults.
The achievable operation
o
rangge is also inveestigated usinng the
60 GHz
G
path losss model. The results demo
onstrate that STBC
S
prod
duces the besst performancce due to its robustness in
i all
chan
nnel condition
ns. The 2×2 SSM doubles the error-freee data
rate for NLOS medium correlaation channelss. It is still posssible
to deliver even hiigher data ratee more than 7000 Mbps, buut this
is no
ot very cruciall. All three beaamforming scchemes increasse the
system performan
nce significanntly in LOS. When there is no
LOS
S, hybrid beam
mforming provvide consideraable improvem
ments
whille maintaining
g reasonable hhardware comp
plexity.
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beneefit from this scheme. Thee performancee of SM is w
worse
than STBC and hhybrid beamfoorming, but after
a
the switcching
poin
nt at about 21 dB, the increeased error-freee data rate m
makes
SM the
t best choice. This value will
w increase with
w the increaasing
of sp
patial correlatiion.

[1]

C. Operation
O
Rannge Analysis
In
I this sectionn, we study thhe MIMO tech
hniques impacct on
the operation
o
rangge. The achievvable operatio
on range is derrived
from
m the link budgget which can be described as:

[3]

(6)
PT – PL ≥ kTB + NF
N + ReceiveerSNR
wherre PT is the maximum traansmit power (10dBm) [1],, k is
Boltzmann’s consstant, T is the room temperrature (290K),, B is
the bandwidth,
b
NF represents the
t noise figu
ure (10dB) of such
devices [1], and ReceiverSNR
R is the SNR
R required forr the
demodulation. Figg. 10 and Fig. 11 illustrate the
t maximum
m data
rate that can be aachieved over distance, bassed on the aveerage
path loss model inn (2) and the reesults of link throughput.
t
With
W
the linkk adaption scheme applied
d, the system
m can
operrate at its maximum throughhput when thee devices are cclose,
and adaptively sw
witch to the low
wer speed when a device m
moves
furth
her away. It ccan be observved that the maximum
m
tollerant
distaance for the S
SISO in LOS is about 12m
m, but in ordder to
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